It is apparent that by varying the number of blocks one can easily design a new balanced code (for example, the encoding table  for (8,4 ,2) code has only four rows and two columns, etc).
(i) The remaining six subtrellises will have a similar structure with branch labels at depth p modifed according to the pth column of Table 1 and functionf,. The overall trellis diagram for the (16,9,4) code is shown in Fig. lb (it is apparent that a combination of the fnst four subtrellises represents the trellis diagram of the (16,8,4) balanced code [2] ).
As follows from this Figure, the trellis diagram of the nonlinear (16,9,4) balanced code has 32 states and five columns; there are 29 distinct paths through this trellis diagram and each path corresponds to a unique codeword.
The designed trellis possesses a useful feature which allows us to reduce the complexity of the Viterbi decoder: in every subtrellis, the trellis branches starting from different states have similar labelling (see Fig. la ). This allows us to reduce the number of calculations by a factor of -4 without degradation of the maximumlikelihood performance.
Computer simulation results:
The simulation tests were carried out under additive white Gaussian noise channel conditions for the binary unipolar signalling scheme. In Fig. 2 Under known-key attack, since a"lw* has never been used as the secret session key, all quantities in this equation except two values, aYlw2 and axAxs, are publicly known or sent between the parties. Thus, the proposed known-key attack cannot work successfully in our modified scheme. A new quantum-well intermixing process in GaAdAIGaAs structures, based on ion bombardment damage, has been developed. Bandgap tuned lasers and extended cavity lasers have been fabricated. Results show that the quality of the material is still high after intermixing. Losses as low as 18dB cm-' have been measured in the passive waveguides of the extended-cavity lasers.
Introduction:
Damage induced by reactive ion bombardment of a semiconductor from a glow discharge system primarily comprises point defects. Point defects generated in this manner have been found to enhance group Ga-AI interdiffusion, and hence blue-shift the bandgap energy by intermixing GaAdAlGaAs quantum wells (QWs) during an annealing step [l] . A high-RF-power, and hence high-damage, H, plasma process was used here to create point defects on the surface of semiconductor samples, followed by annealing to diffuse the point defects down into the QW region. In this study, bandgap tuned oxide
